
1.0 Using arbitrage strategies on linked markets (e.g. currency futures and spot currencies) is 

prohibited. In case the Client uses arbitrage in either clear or hidden way, the Company reserves a 

right to cancel such orders.  

 1.1 The Client is not allowed to enter into any form of prohibited trading i.e. certain trading 

techniques commonly known as "arbitrage trading", "picking/ sniping" or the use of certain 

automated trading systems or “Expert Advisors”; and/or follow an abusive trading strategy i.e. any 

trading activity which is aiming towards potential riskless pro-t by opening opposite orders, during 

periods of volatile market conditions, during news announcements, on opening gaps (trading 

sessions starts), or on possible gaps where the underlying instrument has been suspended or 

restricted on a particular market, between same or different trading accounts. The Client agrees and 

acknowledges that if the Company considers that the Client has been acting in any of the manners 

described above; the Company may at its sole discretion and without prior notice to the Client, take 

one or more, or any portion of, the following actions: 

• Close the Client's account 

• Suspend the Client's account for an indefinite period of time 

• Carry out an investigation on the Client's account for an indefinite period of time 

• Close the account, confiscate any profits that arose from prohibited trading techniques and 

return the original deposit(s) to the account holder. If profits arising out of Prohibited 

Trading were already withdrawn, profits can be confiscated from the Client’s  related 

accounts in order to make up for the difference. 

1.2 In other cases, the company will give one time chance to change the trading style for client to 

continue doing business with the broker. If the client ignores the rule again, the client account will 

be immediately close without any warning. 

1.3 In exceptional cases short-term orders lasting less than 180 seconds can be cancelled should they 

be considered an abuse 

1.4 The Company reserves a right to cancel Client’s orders in case they do not comply with this 

Agreement. 

1.5 The Company reserves a right to increase spreads in case one or more of the following events 

occur: 

• In case the market conditions become irregular 

• In case trading conditions for one or more currency pairs are changed 

• In case of Force Majeure event(s) 

1.6 Any kind of abusing and/or taking unfair (direct or indirect) advantage of the Company’s trading 

conditions may be a subject of investigation. Should facts of such abuses arise, the pro-t and/or loss 

gained with this advantage may be cancelled by the Company’s sole decision. The Client fully 

acknowledges this. 

 


